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Abax Global Equity Fund Commentary 
 
We chose the MSCI All Country World Index Net Return series as the benchmark for our fund as it 

represents a truly global offering, covering both developed and emerging markets across all industries 

with an index market capitalisation of 45 trillion USD. One would expect that such a diversified 

benchmark would dampen the volatility of individual stocks, currency or political events, yet the past 

quarter has shown some significant volatility. A proxy for this volatility is the VIX Index which tracks 

the volatility of the US S&P500 Index – year to date the VIX index is up 88%, whereas the S&P500 is 

down 1% (having first appreciated 7%, it then fell 10%, rising 8% again, before declining 5%!). The 

current environment of escalating trade wars, Middle Eastern political tension, Brexit, the end of 

quantitative easing, etc. on top of relatively high market valuations, make for a nervous market. One 

should probably expect continued higher volatility. 

 

The Fund’s objective is to beat this global benchmark with a concentrated portfolio (around 30 

holdings) of quality stocks that will grow faster than their respective markets because of their 

competitive positioning, though keeping valuation in mind. Such a volatile environment lends itself to 

bottom-up stock picking, as opposed to macro driven top down allocation decisions. With the right 

stock selection, we aim to achieve superior returns to the benchmark. 

 

Since inception as a UCITS fund in Ireland, the fund has outperformed the benchmark by a meaningful 

percentage (14.6%), without taking unnecessary risk. Without getting bogged down in the 

mathematics of portfolio risk parameters, it is pleasing to note that, in spite of higher standard 

deviation (one would expect 30 stocks to be more volatile than thousands of stocks), the Fund has 

shown much lower skewness. This means that the fund has been more defensive than the market as 

a whole; losing less on down days, yet not falling behind when markets rally. 

 

The Fund’s performance attribution for the past quarter shows good diversification: Amazon, Haier 

(Chinese white goods), NMC (Middle Eastern health care), Adidas (global athletic wear), and Moncler 

(Italian soft luxury) were the top contributors – all different industries, geographies, and customer 

bases. Likewise, the detractors were a well-diversified group of companies: British American Tobacco, 

Naspers, Tractor Supply, and Newell Brands. 

 

We pick stocks that should grow faster than their respective markets over time. This growth will not 

necessarily be linear, nor consistent, as achieving strong global growth does not come easy. The better 

companies will have to respond to market moves and adapt their product offerings. Within our 

portfolio we have some good examples of companies which have been able to do this: AAC  

transitioned from producing simple earphone sets, to sophisticated smartphone haptics, antennas 

and camera lenses. Tencent moved from a PC based instant messenger to become the dominant 

Chinese gaming company, then adding social media and now also streaming video, music and all kinds 

of digital services. NMC started as a single hospital, added pharmaceutical logistics and then 

transformed into the world’s number two fertility treatment group and other specialised healthcare 

services. Likewise Haier moved from being a washing machine and water heater business to also 

become China’s largest integrated logistics company for large appliances – not just for themselves,  
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but also for other online sellers – no mean feat in such a large country. This is exactly why we selected 

and continue to hold these businesses; their ability to leverage their market leadership in one product, 

to remain relevant, and start offering the next wave of product or service. 

 

We continue to actively monitor the existing investments whilst looking for new companies that offer 

the same potential. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


